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The lousewort starts out tentatively, its leaves clutched in tight clusters the size of ping-pong balls, but soon
enough it shoots up a wooly stalk, unfurls rows of pink blossoms, and welcomes its first visitor. The sight of
that first visitor can be startling. She is the queen of beasts among the tundra flowers. Big and hairy and social
by nature, the Arctic bumblebee Bombus polaris is exquisitely adapted to life in the northern
latitudesâ€”where life in turn is often exquisitely adapted to this bushy brightly-colored bee. She has been
hibernating for the past nine months at least, suspended in an almost lifeless state in a mouse nest or some
other subterranean burrow, waiting for the ground to warm. Already mated, the queen is the sole survivor of
her colony and she has no time to lose. Some insects take years to complete their life cycle in the Arctic. A
moth caterpillar, clocked at 12 years to pupation, grows a bit each year, freezes, then grows a bit more. A
bumblebee in the Arctic, however, must get busy right away, said biologist Bernd Heinrich. Heinrich, a retired
entomology professor from the University of Vermont, is probably best known for his popular books on
ravens. As a youth, he wanted to study them but said he was advised never to study an animal smarter than
himself. Still, he has found that insects are pretty smart too. About fifty species are found in all kinds of
habitats across the U. These are important features for B. She has eggs to lay and the eggs must hatch out their
larvae, which in turn must grow, pupate, and develop into adults. With time for only a couple of broods, she
must also lay very large egg clutches. All this takes prodigious amounts of energy so she visits the early
flowers, like the louseworts, the avens, and the willow catkins, pollinating as she goes. Heinrich said she
gravitates towards flowers with multiple blooms where she can walk around and cool down a bit. She also
seeks out nectar-heavy flowers. His studies show she burns a little hotter for them. As she sips nectar and
feeds on protein-rich pollen, the queen has already started incubating her eggs internally. Other members of
the B. Temperate bumblebee colonies generally produce hundreds of successful queens. In the Arctic, only
one queen per colony on average will survive the winter to renew the life cycle. And the old queen? She will
die with her progeny. Anne Sutton is the coordinator of the Wildlife Viewing program at the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game Subscribe to be notified about new issues Receive a monthly notice about new
issues and articles.
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Bumble bees have an antenna. Bb There.

Braathens Rederi alone was in such high demand for corporate charter that the airline could nearly fill one
plane with that group alone. Initially it operated a fleet of a Piper Aztec turboprop and a Learjet 23 , the latter
the first corporate jet operating out of Norway. Both the Cessnas were seaplanes , [6] which operated out of
the water airport at Fornebu. A typical task would involve flying spare parts and technicians to a far-away port
to make crucial repairs to ships, allowing faster reentry into revenue service. The aircraft were gradually
repainted in white, red and blue to more closely match that of Braathens SAFE. However, a few of their routes
were not sufficiently heavily trafficked to warrant jetliners. An arrangement was reached whereby the three
newest Fs were transferred to Busy Bee, one each in , and The aircraft received a new yellow and brown
livery with a bee on the vertical stabilizer. With smaller capacity and higher frequency, Busy Bee was able to
triple patronage within three years and brought profitability to the route. Instead they established what would
become SAS Commuter. In May it ordered four new F27s with delivery the following year. In June it ordered
four Fokker 50s with delivery in late Busy Bee was the regular partner of Gulliver, who contracted the Boeing
to fly three weekend trips during the summer to Greece. The company estimated that half its profits derived
from the military contract. This hit Busy Bee particularly hard, as it had a large portion of its revenue tied up
with the military contracts. They were unable to sell three of the F27s which had been replaced with F50s the
previous year. However, the company was able to downsize easily after 30 pilots resigned to work for SAS
Commuter, which expanded its operations in Northern Norway in Thus the need for the evaporated from
April. Several business models were considered, either with Norwegian Commuter pooling regional
operations operated by the two existing companies, or an all-ot merger. This was made conditional of both
downsizing and wage reductions. One million kroner was raised in capital. During the initial Busy Bee period
from to , it had honey-colored detailing. During the Air Executive period until , the airline had a mixed white,
blue and red livery, which brought it close to that used by its larger sister company. The Busy Bee brand was
reintroduced in , after which the airline used a honey and brown cheatline and decorated the vertical stabilizer
with a bee. The aircraft was bought through a partnership with the Norwegian Armed Forces, in which it was
specially equipped to meet military needs. Specifically, it was a combi variant, which encompassed a side
loading door and the possibility to quickly rearrange the interior between all-passenger, all-freight, combined
passenger and freight, as well as VIP configuration. The aircraft was designed to be able to operate out from
gravel runways and was also as the only certified to be used for parachuting.
3: Busy Bumble Bee Video and Lyrics with The GiggleBellies
Oh busy busy bumble bee Do you think he ever sleeps? Now let's all buzz around! bzzzzz bzzzzzz buzz buzz buzz buzz
buzz bzzzzz buzz bzzzzzz buzz buzz buzz buzz buzz buzz B-U-M-B-L-E -B-E-E.

4: The Busy, Busy Bee Song song and lyrics from KIDiddles
Originally started in by Lucy Jackson, the ever-popular Busy Bee Cafe is still serving up soul food and is owned by Tracy
Gates.

5: The Busy Bee, York - Restaurant Reviews, Phone Number & Photos - TripAdvisor
Busy Bumble Bee Video and Lyrics. Fun learning music video for children and toddlers that will get them dancing and
singing along!
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The Busy Bee is a cafe serving breakfast, lunch and during the summer months we serve dinner. Overlooking Clear
Creek enjoy a delightful breakfast with friends and family.

7: BusyFizzyBeez - Home
The Busy Bee Indoor Playground is a play space for children ages Memberships aren't required, but socks are! The
Busy Bee Indoor Playground is a play space for.

8: Indoor Playground | Millburn | The Busy Bee Indoor Playground
Join Major Twoo for a story! We love bees, and so will you after hearing this story! This is a fun look at bee conservation
and its importance. COPYRIGHT The Archie and Bo Show.

9: The Brief Busy Life of the Arctic Bumblebee, Alaska Department of Fish and Game
At The Busy Bee, we design custom Squarespace websites, helping businesses of all sizes put their best online foot
forward. At The Busy Bee, we design custom Squarespace websites, helping businesses of all sizes put their best
online foot forward.
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